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ABSTRACT
Automated program repair has attracted attention due to its po-

tential to reduce debugging cost. Prior works show the feasibility

of automated repair, and the research focus is gradually shifting

towards the quality of generated patches. One promising direction

is to control the quality of generated patches by controlling the

quality of test-suites used. In this paper,
1
we investigate the ques-

tion: “Can traditional test-suite metrics used in software testing be

used for automated program repair?”. We empirically investigate

the effectiveness of test-suite metrics (statement / branch coverage

and mutation score) in controlling the reliability of repairs (the like-

lihood that repairs cause regressions). We conduct the largest-scale

experiments to date with real-world software, and perform the first

correlation study between test-suite metrics and the reliability of

generated repairs. Our results show that by increasing test-suite

metrics, the reliability of repairs tend to increase. Particularly, such

trend is most strongly observed in statement coverage. This implies

that traditional test-suite metrics used in software testing can also

be used to improve the reliability of repairs in program repair.
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1 OVERVIEW
Automated program repair approaches have demonstrated recent

success in fixing real-world software [3–5, 7, 10]. Instead of the

feasibility of repair techniques, recent studies focus on the cor-
rectness of patches — patches that pass all provided tests and also

indeed fixes the bug [8, 9]. Most repair approaches use test-suites

as proxies for software specification. As test-suites are incomplete

specifications, generated repairs may be incomplete. Despite this

limitation, software quality could be improved by enhancing the
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quality of given test suite. This motivates our key research question

— is it possible to control the quality of automatically generated repair
by improving the quality of test-suite? Moreover, we also study how

test-suite metrics affect repairability and repair time.

We conduct large-scale experiments on the correlation between

test-suite quality and automated repair by evaluating four large

real-world programs and SIR benchmark [1]. Compared to prior

study that were evaluated on small programs [6], our study pro-

vide stronger empirical evidences on the correlation between the

test-suites quality and the quality of generated repairs. For the fist

time, we also compare various test-suite metrics (statement cover-

age, branch coverage, test-suite size, and mutation score), focusing

on their degrees of correlation (i.e., correlation coefficients) with

repair quality. Our study investigates whether traditional test-suite

metrics used in software testing are also useful in the context of

automated repair, and which test-suite metric is the most effective.

We measure the quality of repairs by computing reliability (whether

generated repairs cause test failures in the held-out test suite). We

obtained repairs generated from GenProg [2, 10] and SemFix [5].

Our results show that traditional test-suite metrics are nega-
tively correlated with the likelihood that a repair causes regressions

(regression ratio). This implies that the traditional test-suite met-

rics proposed for software testing can also be used for automated

program repair. Among the evaluated test-suite metrics, statement

coverage is the most strongly correlated with regression ratio.
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